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Foreword

ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) is a worldwide federation of national standards bodies
(ISO member bodies). The work of preparing International Standards is normally carried out through ISO
technical committees. Each member body interested in a subject for which a technical committee has been
established has the right to be represented on that committee. International organizations, governmental and
non-governmental, in liaison with ISO, also take part in the work. ISO collaborates closely with the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) on all matters of electrotechnical standardization.

International Standards are drafted in accordance with the rules given in the ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2.

The main task of technical committees is to prepare International Standards. Draft International Standards
adopted by the technical committees are circulated to the member bodies for voting. Publication as an
International Standard requires approval by at least 75 % of the member bodies casting a vote.

Attention is drawn to the possibility that some of the elements of this document may be the subject of patent
rights. ISO shall not be held responsible for identifying any or all such patent rights.

ISO 18436-1 was prepared by Technical Committee ISO/TC 108, Mechanical vibration and shock,
Subcommittee SC 5, Condition monitoring and diagnostics of machines.

ISO 18436 consists of the following parts, under the general title Condition monitoring and diagnostics of
machines — Requirements for training and certification of personnel : 

— Part 1: Requirements for certifying bodies and the certification process

— Part 2: Vibration condition monitoring and diagnostics

The following parts are under preparation:

— Part 3: Requirements for training bodies 

— Part 4: Lubrication management and analysis

— Part 5: Thermography

— Part 6: Diagnostics and prognostics

— Part 7: Condition monitoring specialists.
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Introduction

Condition monitoring and diagnostics of machines are integral parts of an effective maintenance programme.
Non-intrusive technologies used in condition monitoring and fault diagnosis include vibration, infrared
thermography, lubrication, oil analysis, acoustic and ultrasonic analysis, and electric current analysis. In many
instances these technologies act as complimentary condition-analysis tools. The skills and expertise of the
practitioners performing the measurements and analysing the data are critical to the effective application of
these technologies.

This part of ISO 18436 defines the requirements for bodies operating certification systems in the non-intrusive
machine condition monitoring, diagnostic, and correction technologies. General requirements for certification
body personnel are contained in this part of ISO 18436. Specific requirements for personnel in condition
monitoring and diagnostics will be contained in subsequent parts of ISO 18436.
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Condition monitoring and diagnostics of machines — 
Requirements for training and certification of personnel —

Part 1:
Requirements for certifying bodies and the certification process

1 Scope

This part of ISO 18436 defines the requirements for bodies operating certification systems for personnel who
perform machinery condition monitoring, identify machine faults, and recommend corrective action. Procedures
for the certification of condition monitoring and diagnostic personnel are specified. These requirements are in
addition to those of ISO/IEC 17024.

NOTE Further parts covering specific technologies will be developed.

2 Normative references

The following referenced documents are indispensable for the application of this document. For dated
references, only the edition cited applies. For undated references, the latest edition of the referenced document
(including any amendments) applies.

ISO/IEC 17024:2003, Conformity assessment — General requirements for bodies operating certification of
persons

3 Terms and definitions

For the purposes of this document, the terms and definitions given in ISO/IEC 17024 and the following apply.

3.1 
certificate
written testimony that an individual has shown proof of fulfilment of the requirements specified in the relevant
part of ISO 18436 dealing with the specific technology concerned

3.2 
certification body
organization that meets the requirements of ISO/IEC 17024 for certification bodies

3.3 
examination centre
centre, authorized and monitored by a certification body, where written or practical qualification examinations
are administered

3.4 
invigilator
person who administers a written examination as part of a certification programme but does not evaluate the
competency of the candidate

3.5 
technical committee
committee organized by an assigned certification body to direct the technical aspects of certification
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3.6 
significant interruption
absence from (or a change of) work activity which prevents the holder of certification from practising the duties
corresponding to the scope of the certification for

a) a continuous period in excess of 365 days, or

b) two or more periods for a total time exceeding two-fifths of the total period of validity of the certificate

4 Certification body

4.1 Charter

The certification process, which includes all procedures adopted to demonstrate the conformity of individuals
with the requirements specified in this part of ISO 18436 (and, when published, to subsequent parts of
ISO 18436) and leads to a written evidence of their qualifications, shall be administered by an accredited
certification body.

4.2 Requirements

A certification body

a) shall conform to this part of ISO 18436 (and, when published, to subsequent parts of ISO 18436) for
personnel involved in the condition monitoring and diagnostics of machines,

b) shall be in accordance with ISO/IEC 17024:2003, Clause 4,

c) shall have the administrative resources needed to conduct examinations and administer examination
centres,

d) shall be independent of any commercial interest,

e) shall use non-discriminatory policies and procedures in the administration of the certification system, and

f) shall comply with all applicable national and international laws.

4.3 General provisions

Qualifications for certification shall not be based on limiting conditions, such as undue financial commitment,
training by a specific organization, or membership in any specific organization. However, specific training
courses involving standard curricula may be required for recognition of compliance.

There shall be no limit to the number of persons certified in any category.

The certification body shall be responsible for granting, maintaining, renewing, extending, restricting and
withdrawing certificates.

4.4 Responsibilities

A certification body shall meet the following requirements:

a) it shall initiate, maintain and promote the certification procedures to demonstrate the qualification of an
individual to carry out tasks in machinery condition monitoring and diagnosis, which leads to written
evidence of their qualifications;

b) it shall administer the procedures and operations for certification in accordance with the requirements of this
part of ISO 18436, and a stringent code of ethics (see Annex A), including sanctions, that will apply to
certificate holders;

c) it shall take the ultimate responsibility for the certification procedures, including technical and administrative
requirements;
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d) it will ensure the adherence to training curricula as specified in the individual technical specifications of
subsequent parts of ISO 18436 (when published);

e) it shall approve properly staffed and equipped examination centres, which it shall monitor on a periodic
basis;

f) it shall develop and/or approve suitable certification examination questions;

g) it shall approve the eligibility of candidates;

h) it shall authorize the time and location of the examination, the examination centre, and the invigilator or
examiner for each examination;

i) it shall prepare and distribute examinations to the examination centre;

j) it shall receive and evaluate the completed examinations;

k) it shall notify the examinee of the results of the examination;

l) it shall issue the certification written evidence;

m) it shall keep appropriate records of the operations of certification;

n) upon written request of the examinee, it shall provide an overview of the examination results;

o) it shall develop and implement recertification procedures and requirements;

p) it shall monitor all delegated functions.

4.5 Organizational structure of the certification body

The certification body shall have an organizational structure, accessible to the public, that invites and permits
participation by all interested persons, and meets the requirements of ISO/IEC 17024.

4.6 Examination centres

4.6.1 General

Examination centres, which can include technical organizations, vendors, companies and independent training
organizations, are bodies that meet the requirements stated in 4.6.2 and have the responsibilities given in 4.6.3.

4.6.2 Requirements

Examination centres shall be designated by a certification body and, as a minimum,

a) shall work under the direction of the certification body,

b) shall have adequately qualified staff to organize and conduct qualification examinations, 

c) shall have adequate physical and financial resources to sponsor examinations, and

d) shall follow the instructions of this part of ISO 18436.

4.6.3 Responsibilities

The examination centres

a) shall conduct examinations following the prescribed procedures of the certification body, using authorized
examination invigilators (see Annex B),

b) shall use only current original examinations provided by the certification body,

c) shall return all original examinations (including unused examinations) to the certification body, and

d) shall assure that the integrity of the examinations is not compromised in any way.
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4.7 Technical committees

4.7.1 General

Technical committees are groups assigned by a certification body that meet the requirements stated in 4.7.2
and have the responsibilities given in 4.7.3.

4.7.2 Requirements

Separate technical committees shall be formed by a certification body to monitor and direct technical efforts
associated with certification. The committees shall have, as a minimum requirement, membership that is
certified to the level of the certification the committee represents, or equivalent competence during a start-up
period.

4.7.3 Responsibilities

The technical committees

a) shall develop or rework examination questions, and

b) should adhere to the technical areas of proficiency, as defined in subsequent parts of ISO 18436 (when
published), for each level of certification.

5 Requirements for certification body personnel

5.1 General provisions

In order to ensure that the certification process is carried out effectively and uniformly, the competence
requirements for personnel involved in the entire process shall be defined by the accredited certification body
and approved by the responsible committee (see ISO/IEC 17024).

The certification body shall require its personnel (internal or external) to sign a contract, or other document, by
which they commit themselves to comply with the rules defined by the certification body, including those relating
to confidentiality and those relating to independence from commercial and other interests, and from any prior
and/or present link with the persons to be examined that would, in the opinion of the interested parties,
compromise impartiality.

Clearly documented instructions shall be available to the personnel, describing their duties and responsibilities.
These instructions shall be maintained up to date. All personnel involved in any aspect of certification activities
shall possess appropriate educational qualifications, experience and technical expertise, which satisfy defined
competency criteria for the tasks identified. They shall be trained for their specific responsibilities within the
certification body and shall be made aware of the significance of the certification offered.

The certification body shall establish and maintain up-to-date documentation on the qualification, training and
experience relevant to the certification activity of each individual. This information shall be accessible to the
individual(s) concerned and shall include the following:

a) name and address;

b) organization affiliation and position held;

c) educational qualifications and professional status;

d) experience and training in each field of the certification body's competence;

e) their specific responsibilities and obligations within the certification body;

f) performance appraisals;

g) date of most recent updating of records.
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5.2 Additional criteria for examiners

Examiners shall meet the requirements of the certification body, based upon applicable standards and
normative documents.

When selecting examiners for a specific examination or part of one, the certification body shall ensure that the
competence brought to each assignment is sufficient. Examiners

a) shall be familiar with the relevant certification system,

b) shall have a thorough knowledge of the relevant examination methods and examination documents,

c) shall have appropriate technical knowledge of the activities which are to be examined,

d) shall be able to communicate effectively, both in writing and orally (through an interpreter if necessary), in
the language of the examination, and

e) shall be free from any conflicting interests so that they can make impartial and non-discriminatory
judgements (assessments).

Provisions shall be made by the certification body to ensure that the examination is not compromised. If
conditions exist which force the participation of the trainer/instructor in the testing of the candidates trained
and/or instructed by him or her, the instructor, who acts as an invigilator, shall not have access to the
examination. Candidates shall be provided with sealed examination papers and shall return the sealed results
to the invigilator, who shall take no part in the qualification process.

6 Classification of personnel

6.1 General

Individuals certified in accordance with the technical parts of ISO 18436 shall be classified in one of several
categories depending on their qualifications. They should demonstrate competence in the concepts of
machinery condition monitoring and diagnostics for their classification category, as indicated in the subsequent
parts of ISO 18436 (when published) which relate directly to the specific technologies.

6.2 Categories

It is recommended that each technology be divided into three general categories (basic, intermediate and
advanced), based on natural boundaries of technical difficulty. If required, a technology may be divided into
more or fewer categories.

6.3 Employer

The employer shall provide applications for the candidates to the certification body and shall document the
validity of the personal information provided, including the declaration of training and experience needed to
establish the eligibility of candidates, but shall not be directly involved in the certification procedure itself. The
employer shall be fully responsible for the authorization to perform machinery condition monitoring and
diagnosis, and the quality and validity of the results of such work. If the candidates are self-employed, they shall
assume all responsibilities described for the employer.

7 Eligibility for examination

7.1 General

Candidates shall have a combination of education, training and experience to ensure that they understand the
principles and procedures applicable to the machinery condition monitoring and diagnosis technology in which
they have chosen to qualify.
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